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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
It took many years and myriad careers
for Melissa Bobe to finally walk the
writing road she's always longed to set
out on. Now that she's found her way,
she's showing no signs of stopping!
Melissa's books ELECTRIC TREES,
NASCENT WITCH, and SIBYLS show
her range as an author, even as she
remains beneath that big, speculative
umbrella she considers home.
As much fun as she has inviting readers into her own book-length
worlds, Melissa loves spending time in other literary houses. She's
had stories published in a few places, including the steampunk
fairytale anthology CLOCKWORK, CURSES, AND COAL.
When she's not writing, Melissa works as a librarian. Formerly an
English professor, she is forever cataloguing the books that live in
her home, which her four rescue cats enjoy knocking off shelves.
Melissa loves cooking, ballet, long phone calls, and honeybees.

BOOKS

NASCENT WITCH (2020)
A debut novel full of magic, mystery, and
embittered millennials who are hashtag-adulting
as hard as they can, okay?

Sela Glaser, constantly temping and deep in
student debt, discovers she's about to become an
initiated witch from her cat-form familiar, Sable.
ISBN: 979-8694965620
Adult contemporary fantasy with notes of
romance, humor, and mystery.

ELECTRIC TREES (2021)
A short story collection in three unequal parts.
Sometimes magical, sometimes sorrowful,
ELECTRIC TREES is not for the faint of heart.
These stories take readers on a journey that begins
with light and ends in darkness, moving through
the lovely, the unexpected, the terrifying, and the
magically real.
ISBN: 979-8729375776
Adult speculative fiction ranging across horror,
the gothic, dark humor, and literary fiction.

SIBYLS (2020)
What becomes of a town after twelve days of
rain?
The town of Foreston appears rather ordinary,
especially to those who live there. But when a
sudden storm brings twenty strangers and strange
occurrences to the town, things get unusual pretty
quickly.
ISBN: 978-1657203112
Adult weird fiction with notes of humor, mystery,
and magical realism.

READERS & REVIEWS
Kirkus Reviews:

"Bobe conjures up an appealing relatable heroine...Meanwhile, the
magical elements are all the more strange and wonderful,
sometimes deeply unsettling. The satisfying ending will leave
readers hooked and hoping for more of Sela's story. An
entertaining, engaging blend of millennial romance, occult fantasy,
and witch-chick lit."
Book Review Crew:

"I absolutely adored this story! Bobe had me laughing out loud
constantly...I could not put this book down!"
H. M. Gooden, author

"A delightful coming of magic story that hits all the high pointsgreat characters, quirky occurrences, a cute love interest, and a lot
of wish fulfillment. What more could you want in a book?"
Rebecca Hefner, author

"This novella was an unexpected find and such a great story. I was
drawn in from page one and didn't put it down until the chilling
end."
Rants n Scribbles

"Where to start with this story? There is so much going on, and all
of it wonderful...Just read it! The writing is beautiful, the story is
well written, and I loved the end. I will be looking for more of
Melissa Bobe's work for sure."
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